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Trafford General Hospital is a
district general hospital providing
services to a population of over
200,000 in the borough of
Trafford, Greater Manchester. It
employs almost 1,450 staff.
> TRAFFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL
Due to the large size of the facility and the large volume of equipment
needed to clean it, the hospital was experiencing a range of issues with the
efficiency of their cleaning routines. There was a lack of adequate storage
space, and large amounts of equipment frequently had to be moved around
the busy corridors and wards of the hospital.
The hospital was also seeking an alternative to their existing microfibre
cleaning system, as it was thought to be the cause of infection control
issues that were persisting in the environment.

As a solution to the lack of storage space, the hospital selected SYR Space
Saver trollies. These light, manoeuvrable and highly versatile trollies contain
a number of features that made them suited to the busy environment, and
made them the perfect solution to the hospital’s storage problem.
> Space Savers are so named due to their ability to be folded down, the
base trolley achieving the same footprint as the average mop bucket (51cm
x 57cm), a much more compact storage option compared to a standard
cleaner’s trolley.

51 x 57cm
Footprint
> Versatile and customisable, every Space Saver trolley can be fitted with
a range of add-on equipment, including drawers and buckets, for extra
storage space.
> Complete with tool and A-frame holders for storing of handles and safety
signs, the trollies are ideal for keeping tools safe and secure during cleaning
routines and for convenient storage when not in use.
> 84 litre waste/ storage bag
> The innovative design of the Space Saver allows buckets and mopping
combos to be attached and wheeled alongside the main trolley. Not only
does this eliminate the need for heavy buckets to be lifted on and off when
in use, but it improves overall efficiency.
> Sturdy swivel castors give the trollies maximum mobility, ideal for the
often busy, fast-paced hospital environment.
> Space Saver trollies are built with an easy-to-clean construction, ensuring
they remain both hygiene and looking smart.
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